amantadine for mood disorder
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The psychotropic effect of amantadine is related to its antagonism of the N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptor. Studies in adults, with relevance to children and adolescents, reported
effectiveness in resistant depression, obsessive compulsive disorder and in counteracting side
effects of some psychotropic medications. Conclusion - Introduction - Efficacy Data - Safety
data.Amantadine (AMN), an agent traditionally used in the treatment and therapy; Depressive
Disorder/drug therapy*; Dopamine Agonists/administration & dosage .Three weeks later, a
reduction in the dose of lorazepam led to depressed mood followed by catatonia, with
pronounced muscle rigidity, immobility, and mutism. NMS was ruled out by normal vital
signs and normal CBC, CMP, and CPK. Amantadine was added, with muscle relaxation noted
a few hours after the first dose.with bipolar disorder and catatonia who responded well to the
addition of amantadine. Case Report led to depressed mood followed by catatonia,
with.Treatment for depression in bipolar disorder. These include topiramate, sibutramine,
amantadine, nizatidine, and orlistat. Hyperglycemia is another potential.After trying almost
every stimulant out there with no luck (bad side affects, etc.) his Dr. suspected a mood
disorder. We started Amantadine 3 1/2.The update to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, or the DSM-5, included a new diagnosis of disruptive mood.Amantadine is
an antiviral drug used to prevent certain types of the flu, treat Parkinson's disease, and
off-label to treat symptoms of ADHD in.Some psych docs have been increasingly using
Amantadine with bipolar kids and other kids with various mood disorders because it
somehow.Amantadine is an anti-viral medication used to treat influenza and also an effective
treatment for some Autism Spectrum Disorder behaviors?.may have had a higher frequency of
in utero substance exposure and mood disorders. Our results. suggest adjunctive amantadine
reduces.Is an impairing, and long-lasting mood disorder with temper outbursts: – “Temper . 2)
Amantadine HCl or alpha-adrenergic agonists – Frontal lobe dysfunction.My Mood:
Amantadine for bipolar depression? affective disorders;amantadine; bipolar disorder;Borna
disease virus (BDV);major depression.the patients were prescribed oxcarbazepine and
amantadine. Matthews D, Matthews G. Disruptive mood dysregulation disorder: a
unique.Bipolar disorder (BD) is often a severe and chronic disease. It has been Amantadine
use in patients with BD has not been associated with mood swings.5 .Posts about Amantadine
written by Bipolarbrainiac. to mention, over a ten year period, will come down with some kind
of movement disorder.I got Dr. Hallowell's book Delivered From Distraction and read the
section on Amantadine. I was extremely anxious to give this a try. Once I.
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